PROPOSAL TO THE SENATE COMMITTEE ON EDUCATIONAL POLICY

TITLE OF THE PROPOSAL:
Proposal to discontinue the Concentration in Park and Natural Resource Management within the B.S. in Recreation, Sport and Tourism

SPONSOR:
Bo Fernhall, Associate Dean, College of Applied Health Sciences
217-333-2131

BRIEF DESCRIPTION:
While the code exists for a concentration in Park and Natural Resource Management, both the College and Department support discontinuing the concentration.

JUSTIFICATION:
There is no faculty in the concentration, nor is there a curriculum, or any undergraduate student enrollment. The concentration is not advertised as a current option, nor is it intended to be in the future. Additionally, there is no past student enrollment in the program. Current students seeking this concentration or focus earn their degree through active programs in ACES, not RST.

BUDGETARY AND STAFF IMPLICATIONS: N/A

GUIDELINES FOR UNDERGRADUATE EDUCATION: N/A

CLEARANCES:

(Sponsor) (Date) (Dept. Head) (Date)
2-4-08
2-4-08

(College Dean) (Date)
EFFECTIVE DATE:

Spring 2008